D3 National Challenge
Saturday, January 4, 2020
Veale Field House – Cleveland, Ohio (Hosted by Case Western Reserve University)

Final Score: No. 18 Millikin: 24, No. 22 Stevens: 18
125: Akhil Vega (S) won by decision over NR/#10 Zac Blaisioli (M), 11-10 (SV:1); Stevens leading 3-0
133: Kyle Slendorn (S) pinned Joey Rivera (M), 5:32; Stevens leading 9-0
141: D’Anthony Hopkins (M) won by decision over Trevor Mastorio (S), 5-1; Stevens leading 9-3
149: Peter McCusker (M) pinned Joe Schneider (S), 3:21; Match is tied, 9-9
157: Dylan Van Sickell (S) won by decision over Tristan Birt (M), 13-6; Stevens leading 12-9
165: #6/5 Bradan Birt (M) pinned Stefan Major (S), 1:52; Millikin leading 15-12
174: Nico Ziccardi (S) won by decision over Jake Tisza (M), 2-0; Match is tied, 15-15
184: Taylor McGiffen (M) won by decision over Robert Gennat (S), 12-6; Millikin leading 18-15
197: #10/NR Michael Dooley (S) won by decision over NR/#9 Logan Hagerbaumer (M), 8-3; Match is tied, 18-18
285: NR/#9 Frank Tomaskovic (M) pinned Bruce Parola (S), 1:32; Millikin wins 24-18

Final Score: No. 13 University of Wisconsin-Whitewater: 27, No. 22 Stevens: 19
125: #1/1 Mike Tortorice (W) won by technical fall over Akhil Vega (S), 18-0 (3:00); UWW leading 5-0
133: Kyle Slendorn (S) pinned Josiah Lynden (W), 2:03; Stevens leading 6-5
141: #4/2 Hazen Rice (W) won by decision over Pasquale Vizzoni (S), 7-1 (SV:1); UWW leading 8-6
149: Devin Tortorice (W) won by technical fall over Nicholas Pepe (S), 18-2 (5:54); UWW leading 13-6
157: Dylan Van Sickell (S) won by decision over Jake Burford (W), 12-9; UWW leading 13-9
165: Ryder Sigler (W) won by decision over Carsten DiGiantomasso (S), 8-2; UWW leading 16-9
174: #5/6 Jaritt Shinhoster (W) pinned Frank Medina (S), 4:07; UWW leading 22-9
184: Robert Gennat (S) won by major decision over Josh Nowak (W), 10-2; UWW leading 22-13
197: #10/NR Michael Dooley (S) pinned Alex Oruna (W), 0:35; UWW leading 22-19
285: Dylan Uzumecki (W) won by forfeit; UWW leading 28-19
A mat violation against Wisconsin-Whitewater leads to a penalty point to produce the final 27-19 margin

Final Score: No. 6 Mount Union: 25, No. 22 Stevens: 16
125: Errik Gerback (M) won by decision over Akhil Vega (S), 7-4; Mount Union leading 3-0
133: Kyle Slendorn (S) won by decision over #9/7 David Massey (M), 7-3; Match is tied, 3-3
141: #3/1 Troy Stanich (S) pinned Nolan Wochna (M), 2:32; Stevens leading 9-3
149: NR/#3 Luke Hernandez (M) won by decision over Nicolas Pepe (M), 11-4; Stevens leading 9-6
157: Dylan Van Sickell (S) won by major decision over Kyle Jenkins (M), 11-0; Stevens leading 13-6
165: Stefan Major (S) won by decision over Michael McIntire (M), 7-1; Stevens leading 16-6
174: Conner Homan (M) pinned Frank Medina (S), 0:58; Stevens leading 16-12
184: George Lassnick won by major decision over Robert Gennat (S), 15-5; Match is tied, 16-16
197: Landon Talbert (M) won by decision over #10/NR Michael Dooley (S), 3-1; Mount Union leading 19-16
285: Grant Martin (M) wins by forfeit; Mount Union wins 25-16